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No square of a Souslin line or tree is hereditarlhy normal. 
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Product Sousiin 
normal hereditarily norrr.al 
Although there can exist Souslin lines whose product is hereditarily r?rr,mal (in fact 
hereditarily LindelGf) no square of a Souslin line (or tree) is hereditarily normal. 
These theorems are not difficult, but I feel the!/ should be in Drint. All Souslin lines 
are known to be hereditarily normal and the square or product of two is known to be 
normal. But hereditary normality behaves bike ccc in Souslin lines and trees. 
1 
Although Souslin lines are ccc by definition, no square of a Souslin line or tree is 
ccc. However, Jensen (well uirderstood folklore) long ago showed that 0 implies the 
existence of Squslin lines S and T with S x T being ccc. (Or S can be chosen with 
A X B being ccc for all subintervals A and B of S for whBli& ” P misses the dliagonal 
in SM.) 
Theorem (1) shows that Jensen’s S and T have S x T hereditarily LindelGf and 
thus hereditarily normal in a very strong way. (Or A x B is hereditarily Lindeliif for 
all subintervals A and B of S for which A x B misses the diagonal.) 
Theorem 1. If S and Tare linear hereditarily Linderiif spaces in which all nowhere 
dense sets are second cou 4!able, and S x T is ccc, then S k T is trweditarily Linde~6~ 
Proof. Suppose that Xc (S X T) arnd that 4% is an open cover of X. Let V* be a 
ma:Gmal family of disjoint sets of the form X n (I x J) which for some open interval I
of S and 9 of T are contained in a mem%til Vr - - mF % Since S x T is CCC, V is countable. 
Let .% be the set of all I’s and $ the set of all J’s used in the construction of members 
of V. For each I E .% choose a countable subset Yl of I’ so that, fcjr k E I and y E S .- [ 
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there is an a E Y1 between x and y ; since S is linear and ccc this is possible. Choose a 
similar set ZJ for each J EB;. Let Y = cl(ulcs Yr) and Z = cl(u,, 
Y* = (Y n cl(S - Y)) is nowhere dense in S and Y - Y* is open and countable in the 
first countable S, Y is second countable. Similarly 2 is second countable. Observe 
thatU’VisdenseinX,soXc(YxT)u(SxZ). 
We thus have Y and 2 are 2nA . zountable and S and T are hereditarily Lindeliif. 
Since the product of any 2nd countable space with a hereditarily Lindeliif space is 
hereditarily Lindelof, X can be covered by a countable subset of % 
2 
A Souslin tree is an uncountable ccc partially ordered set (T, s) in which 
t- = {x E Tlx < t} is well ordered for all t E T. We add that if s- = t-, then s = t, and 
that, if ET, then t+={x~Tlt+ is uncountable. For s <t in T, let (s, t] = 
(UE Tls~xat}. 
There are two natural topologies on T: 
(1) The parital order topology generated by {t’lt E T}, 
(2) The interval topology generated by {(s, P](S < t}. 
The one primarily of interest to logicians is (1); it is not Hausdorff. For all of the 
wrong reasons, i.e. that points have large closure, every S X T, with S and T Souslin 
trees with the partial order topology. is hereditarily normal. We assume that our 
Souslin trees have the more topologically interesting Hausdorff topology (2). 
A Souslin line is a connected, linearly ordered, ccc, nonseparable space L. One can 
choose a family T of closed subintervals of ,‘, such that 
(a) two members of T intersect only if one contains the other in its interior, 
(b) if S c T, then (n S)E T, if it is nontrivial, and 
(c) when partially ordered by reverse inclusion, (T, 5) is a Souslin tree. 
Let Ta be the cvth level of T and Tz = Up,a T@. 
If we delete connected from our efinition of Souslin line, L2 may be hereditarily 
normal if {a IT, is open} contains a closed unbounded subset of 01. However a 
generalization of the proof given below shows that L2 is not hereditarily normal even 
under this broad definition if {a! 1T, is not open} is stationary in aI. The proof works 
without 4teration for compact or order-complete L. 
2. If L is a Souslin line, then L2 is not hereditarily normal. 
roof. Choose T as above and for t E T let to denote the interior of t and a, the first 
and b, the last point of t. By (a) above if t # t’ in T, at # a,, and b, Z bta. 
Define 
and 
H = hj {{a,} x to(b E T}, K = (_j (to x {b,}lt E T) 
X = L2 - i( P, p)Ip E L) u kzt, bJlt E T). 
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Then H and K are closed in X We show that if H c i7 which is open in L*, then 
K A (Xn u) # 8; thus L” is not hereditarily normal. 
y induction we define a,, E o1 and Xn c T for each n E w as follows. Let a0 = 01 If 
ar, has been defined, let Xn be a maximal antichain in 
{x E T(3t E Tz,, and y E t+ with arc b, <a,, and (x x y)~ U). 
Define 
CY,+~ = sup(plT~ nX, ;C a) and a = sup{a,ln E w}. 
Choose tE T, and p E to. If s E t+ -{t}, then (a, a,) E H c U; so there is an x E t+ 
and y E s+ c t+ such that a( < 6 x K: a,, and (x X y) c U. Since for aH1 n, t E T& there is 
x,EX,r\t-.Hencethereist~ET~~-T$+, and y, E tz with a, < bx, < a, c b, and 
(xn~yn)~U. Then to~xO~t+xl~-~v; so /-)tn.=nx,=t and q+-,>aY1> 
l 9 l converges to 6,. Since x, 3 t, (p, b,,)~(x,, xy& 0 for all n and (p, b,)E 
K A (U n X) as desired. 
eorem 3. If (T, c ) is a Souslin tree with the interval topology, then T* is not 
hmditarily normal. 
Proof. Let N = (X E T,Ia is not a limit ordinal} and L = {x E TJa is a limit ordinal}. 
LetH=NxL,K=LxN,andX=HuKu(NXN).ThenHandKareclosed 
and disjoint in X. We assume that H c U for some open U in X and prove that 
0 n K # 0; thus we prove that T2 is not hereditarily normal. 
For y E N, let T., = (t E y +1(x, y) & U for any x E t+ A IV}. If for some y E N, TY = 8, 
then, by induction, for each n E w we choose a, E tip and A, c T as follows. Let 
a0 = 0. If a, has been chosen let A,, be a maximal antichain in {x E 
(y’n N n TzJ)(x, y)~ U}. Then let a,+1 = sup{@]& r\ Tfi #8). If a = 
sup(a,ln E o), then there is an x’ E y + n TQ. For all n E o there is an xn E A, n x-. But 
then xo<xl < l . l converges to x in T and (x, y) E K n u. 
So, for each y E N, there is ty E TY. By induction for each n E w we choose & E o 
and 2” c T as follows. Let PO = 0. If /3,, has been chosen, let .Zn be a maximal 
antichain in {t,ly E (Ea A Tg,J]. Then let fin+1 = sup{rlZ ~1 TY + fl). If p = 
sup(P,(n~o},choosez~Tgandx~Tp+~nz+.Since(x,z)EH~U,tfreeeissEz- 
such that ((x} x (s, z] c U. Since s.@ Tg,, for some n, there is t, E (Zn n t -‘) for some 
y E (N n T& ). But s, y .lnd t,, all belo:mg to z-, so s < y < tY C z -C x. ‘lhrs (x, y > E U 
which contradicts ty E ?:, and completes our proof. 
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